• Class Struggle - designed by prof. Bertel Ollman
and released in 1978; players are divided into
capitalists and workers. If the workers unite they
can take power from the capitalists but if they
don't unite the capitalists win.
• Wespół - a Polish language educational game
about legal and practical aspects of setting
up and running a co-operative in Poland (codesigned by Alicja Rogalska) available to
download for free: www.kulturoholizm.pl/wespol

Co-operative songbooks and pamphlets such as
Songs for Co-operators, Stand Fast, Co-operators!
or Songs For Co-operative Women were widely
circulated. The songs often had very progressive
lyrics for the time - as noticed by the leader of the
Cooperative Choir Annie Griffith, the following
verse of Come Let Us Rise, with its powerful antiracist, feminist message of international sisterhood,
was written not long after the abolition of slavery in
the US:
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Other popular cooperative songs have included:
Pioneers of Rochdale, A Retrospect, Competition
or Cooperation, Co-operate For Life and Stand Up
and Fight.
The most notable choir performance in the British
co-operative movement's history was probably
that of the 10,000 strong United Choir, comprised
of local co-op choirs, at the annual National Cooperative Festival at the Crystal Palace in 1897.
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Cooperative Cooking Kit
This kit uses the sombre history of the co-operative
movement's origins as a point of departure and has
been developed in recognition of the importance
of preparing and eating food together as an ideal
methodology for bringing people together and
honing collaboration. Following a long tradition of
art engaging with food: from Futurist cookbooks,
Fluxus experiments, Salvador Dali's banquets,
Sophie Calle's monochromatic meals to Judy
Chicago's feminist table installation, you are invited
to create your own collaborative cooking game.
It's a good exercise in group decision making as
well as in discussing sharing, scarcity, diversity,
compromise and resourcefulness.
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The Rainbow Flag
A seven-colour rainbow flag - a universal symbol
of hope and peace - was the international
cooperative movement emblem between 1925
and 2001. The red stood for courage to stand
together, orange - hope and vision of possibilities,
yellow - warmth, friendship and concern for others,
green - challenge to strive for growth in individuals
and membership growth, sky blue - unlimited
horizons and possibilities, education, help to the
less fortunate and unity with all peoples of the
world, dark blue - hard work and perseverance, the
challenge of working together to achieve harmony,
equality and economic efficiency, violet - beauty,
respect and friendship.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Frederick Engels reported similar practices in
his book The Condition of the Working Class in
England written in 1844-5: "Pounded rice and
other cheap materials are mixed in sugar, and sold
at full price. A chemical substance — the refuse
of the soap manufactories — is also mixed with
other substances and sold as sugar. (…) Chicory
is mixed in good coffee, cocoa is extensively
adulterated with fine brown earth, wrought up with
mutton fat, so as to amalgamate with portions of
the real article."
This was the reason why some of the first cooperatives in England, including the Lincolnshire
Co-op, started off as mills providing good quality
flour to the members at prices below the market
level.
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The hand of friendship we extend,
To ev'ry nation cross the sea,
All sisters, dark and white, befriend,
And foster love and unity.
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9 Former main Post Office on Guildhall Street.
One of many building projects completed by the
Lincolnshire Co-operative. These also included
many housing projects.
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8 Sincil St. and Norman St. corner
The newest branch of the Lincolnshire Cooperative which opened on 14 August 2019. It is
very close to the first branch at Napoleon Place
1, a fact commemorated with a plaque.
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• Rise-Up - a cooperative board game about
building social movements and challenging
oppressive systems to create change (released
in 2017 by Tesa Collective).

The co-operative choirs performed during tea
parties, AGMs, gala days, evening dances and
at other events. Singing together was seen as
an embodiment of the co-operative values of
democratic participation, harmony and working
towards a common goal. Co-operators were
encouraged to write their own song lyrics, often to
existing folk or religious tunes, condemning greed,
inequality or war and promoting international
solidarity, co-operative values and the principles of
co-operation.
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Not many people know Monopoly had a precursor
in The Landlord’s Game, which was created and
patented in 1904 by leftist feminist game designer
and writer Elizabeth Maggie Phillips, who intended
it as a critique of capitalist values. The patent of
her game was bought in 1935, the rules modified
and its name changed by a man called Charles
Darrow who then sold rights to Parker Brothers and
became a famous millionaire. Ironically Elizabeth
was never given any credit for the game, made
no money from it and her critical intentions were
forgotten.

• Anti-Monopoly - a response to Monopoly first
released in 1974 by prof. Ralph Anspach to
demonstrate harm to a free-enterprise system
caused by monopolies.
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Games are probably as old as culture itself - the
first bone dice date back to at least 6000 BCE and
early board games to 3500-3000 BCE. But what do
they say about our society when we look at their
implicit and explicit rules and values? Most board
games for instance are based on competition
between individual players, teams or the players
and the game itself, however they can also create
feelings of group solidarity and morality. Game
scholar and co-author of Patterns in Game Design
Jussi Holopainen explain how certain patterns in
game design can create a sense of togetherness
through cooperation, mutual goals, collaborative
actions, shared rewards, social dilemmas and
negotiation.

• Co-opoly - a 2011 game by Tesa Collective
where players must collaborate to found and run
a cooperative - if the co-op succeeds everyone
wins, if it fails - everyone loses.

Like working-class and labour social movements,
the co-operative movement has a rich musical
history. The co-operative halls were not only
meeting venues, but also important cultural spaces:
co-operative societies hosted members' drama
clubs, brass bands and from around 1890s (a
similar time to when the first socialist Clarion choirs
appeared) choirs with a repertoire of sociallyengaged songs.
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7 The Corn Exchange
The location of the first annual tea party and
festival in 1865 and a site later acquired by the
Lincoln Co-operative.

“If we would build a better life”
Would you like to try playing board games that
foster co-operation and collaboration, instead of
competition? Here are some titles to start with:
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6 Burton Road branch
The second branch of the Lincoln Co-operative
Society opened at this location in 1879 and is
still trading today.

3 Napoleon Place 1 – now Pelham Bridge
The location of the first Lincoln Co-operative
Society store (now Lincolnshire Cooperative),
founded in 1861 on the initiative of Thomas
Parker, a joiner from Gainsborough, with a group
of mostly migrant workers and largely based on
the Rochdale Pioneers rules. In the first year the
co-op had 74 members and a stonemason as its
first shopkeeper. Now it has more than 250 000
members and over 200 outlets.

Co-operative Games
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In Lincoln artist Alicja Rogalska delivered a
series of public events between August 2019 and
February 2020, forming part of the Urban Form:
Social Architecture & The Commons season at
Mansions of the Future. The collaborative actionresearch project was inspired and informed by
the rich heritage of the co-operative movement
in Lincoln. It was structured around various
areas of life where co-operation is crucial - such
as food, art, music and play. The programme of
events explored traditions of working together
for the common good and ideas of sharing and
commoning.
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2 137–140 High Street
The foundation stone for number 14 branch
of the Lincoln Co-operative Society was laid
in 1892, followed by an annual festival and
procession, with tea for 4500 people at the
Corn Exchange as well as band and choir
performances. The new store opened in 1893.

5 The co-op shop at the Museum of
Lincolnshire Life
A life replica of what a co-op shop in Lincoln
might have looked like in Victorian times. There
is a cart on display at the museum from 1908
used for deliveries of the goods to the Newport
branch members up until 1970.
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1 The Site of Lincoln Flour Mill Co-operative
The first co-operative in Lincoln was a corn mill set up in 1847, the mill started operating in 1848
producing cheaper and better quality corn flour
for its members. Sadly, it failed after 10 years,
probably due to poor management or dishonesty.
The building has been converted into flats. If you
look closely, another mill tower – Le Tall windmill,
is visible in the vicinity.

The Lincolnshire Co-operative is one of about
20 regional, independent co-ops active in the UK
today. It was founded as Lincoln Co-operative
Society in 1861 and is today owned by over
280,000 members who hold Lincolnshire Co-op
dividend cards. The Lincolnshire Co-op’s principal
trading activities are food stores, funeral homes,
travel agencies, florists and pharmacies. Since
the early days, Lincolnshire Co-op has also been
managing and developing a property portfolio.
Such diverse activity has meant that today, the
Lincoln Co-op is more resilient than many others.

In his book from 1938 titled Homo Ludens the
Dutch philosopher Johan Huizinga talks about play
as one of the most important features of social life
and about the similarities between society and play
- both require structures, rules and participants.
Huizinga's work was built on by French sociologist
Roger Caillois, who in his book Man, Play and
Games described social structures, customs and
traditions in various cultures such as sport, theatre,
dancing or lottery as elaborate forms of play or
games.

Co-op Sites Across Lincoln
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• If we would build a better life – an evening with
co-op songs, St John the Baptist Church, 18
February 2020
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• An evening of co-operative discussion & board
games, Mansions of The Future, 26 November
2019

You can use the map of co-op locations in Lincoln
to create your own walking tour of the city, drawing
and painting the most important sites and buildings
from the local co-operative history. All you need is
some pencils, pastels or watercolours, a notebook
and a clipboard.

In his book 150 Years of Lincolnshire Co-operative
Alan Middleton writes: "The controls and hygiene
regulations which are in place today were nonexistent then. Pure and unadulterated food was
rarely available to working people and certainly
not at affordable prices. Flour was often diluted
with chalk, tea with sawdust and, if butter was
obtainable it was invariably rancid. Many people
were at the mercy of unscrupulous private traders.
Weights were frequently tampered with and as a
result, people were served short measures."
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• Plein Air, Mansions of The Future and various
locations around Lincoln, 28 August 2019
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• Cooperative Cooking Communal Lunch,
Mansions of The Future, 27 August 2019

Co-operatives were primarily started by working
class people as a self-help solution to the lack of
access to affordable and good quality food – at
the time conditions of work were harsh and every
penny earned was spent on living expenses.
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Desire Lines events:

Plein Air (French: painting outdoors) became
popular in the mid-19th century - around the same
time that the co-op movement started to flourish.
The development of paint tubes and box easels
allowed artists to leave their studios and to paint
outdoors more easily, an ease of access which also
led to the birth of French Impressionism.

4 Free School Lane & Silver Street
Built in 1873 and officially opened in 1874, the
new co-op store was one of the largest buildings
in Lincoln at the time. It sold groceries, clothing
and shoes, there was a bakery making ‘bread
equal to homemade’ and upstairs there was a
huge assembly hall for over 1000 people. The
building was extended in 1889. The beehive
with the motto “Crescit Paulatim” (‘growing little
by little’) was then a favourite symbol of the cooperative.
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Co-operative societies were set up around the
country from the late eighteenth century by hard
pressed working people wishing to obtain for
themselves cheaper supplies of vital commodities.
They were popularised by the Rochdale Pioneers
from the mid-nineteenth century.

The following mini-publication is a record of the
project, but can also be used as an activity pack:
to draw, cook, play and sing together in a cooperative spirit.

The Lincolnshire Co-operative was from its
very beginning involved in commissioning and
completing a wide variety of building projects
including a corn mill, shop branches, the co-op
headquarters, a post office and various housing
projects, leaving a lasting mark on the architecture
of Lincoln.

Co-ops and Food

Bu

Desire Lines is a term derived from urban planning
and describes paths and tracks, collectively
created over time by many individual pedestrians
that run contrary to official urban design. Over
the years, the co-operative movement has also
carved such a path, but in the field of economics,
creating an alternative to the main capitalist model.
The co-operative movement's legacy shows how
yearning for a more just society coupled with action
can lead to structural transformation, initially on a
small, humble scale – with the ability to affect wider
societal infrastructures and methodologies in the
long term – one co-op at a time.

Plein Air

ford Way
Bray

Desire Lines
Toolkit

The following song lyrics were written by Thomas
William Mercer, writer and journalist, editor of the
Co-operative Review in the 1920s and author of
the book Co-operative Commonwealth published
in 1936.
Tune: Lloyd

Alicja Rogalska is a Polish-born artist based in
London and active internationally. She mostly
works in specific contexts making situations,
performances, videos and installations in
collaboration with other people to investigate social
structures and the political subtext of the everyday
and to collectively search for emancipatory ideas
for the future. She grew up in North-East Poland
on a small farm, part of a co-opesrative dairy run
by local farmers.
www.alicjarogalska.com
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Mansions of the Future is an arts and cultural
hub in Lincoln brought to life through a public
programme of free talks, workshops, communal
lunches and family activities, alongside national
and international artistic commissions. Working
with artists from inception to delivery alongside
local communities, the programme privileges
social, site-specific and collaborative ways of
working. Situated in Lincoln, an ancient city that
holds manuscripts of the Magna Carta and Charter
of the Forest, key texts in the articulation of human
rights, the project addresses the relationship
between art, culture and democracy.
www.mansionsofthefuture.org
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Instructions:
1 Create your first set of playing cards with words
that describe various food ingredients in terms
of their physical as well as economic, personal
or social characteristics, e.g. red, spicy, crunchy,
liquid, cheap, imported, disgusting, posh,
favourite, unhealthy, pretentious, nostalgic,
filling, seasonal, local, processed. Invent your
own categories.
2 Together look at your food items and decide how
to group them into the categories that you have
just created, e.g. place chilli peppers into the
spicy category.
3 Create a second set of playing cards (could be a
different colour or smaller) with various cooking
actions such as: slice, chop, boil, fry, roast or
mix. Come up with as many as you can and you
can also repeat the same actions on several
cards.
4 Decide on actions to correspond with the
numbers on the dice, for instance: 1 - swap
an ingredient for another one, 2 - remove an
ingredient, 3 - add one more ingredient, 4 - add
two more ingredients, 5 - add an action, 6 - swap
an action.
5 Each player picks two cards from set 1 and picks
corresponding food items (one per card). Then
each person picks two cards from set 2. What
would they be able to cook on their own?
6 Everybody pools all their ingredients and actions
together. What could you make together?
The group throws a dice together 3 times and
follows the instructions from step 4 according
to the number thrown. Now looking at the final
ingredients and actions the group decides
together what they are going to cook and how.
7 Enjoy a delicious meal together!
The game is best played when there are 3 or more
players. Make sure you have enough cards for the
number of participants and that you use all food
items and actions. If possible, use local, ethically
sourced food and donate any surplus you might
have to your local foodbank.
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You will need some food items (a selection of what
you can find in your cupboards), blank pieces of
paper or card, scissors, a pen and a dice.
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Alan Middleton, author of 150 Years Of
Lincolnshire Co-operative, was Exchequer
Manager at Lincolnshire County Council and now
works as a freelance writer. He was a Director
of Lincolnshire Co-operative for 44 years and
of Co-operatives UK for 25 years. He was also
Chairman of the co-operative laundry chain and
Deputy Chairman of Shoefayre. Alan was a Lincoln
Magistrate for 35 years.
Dr. Jussi Holopainen is a Senior Lecturer and
game scholar (HCI/Games Computing) in College
of Science at the University of Lincoln. He has
been active in the international games research
community since 1999.

Annie Griffith is a Community Music Practitioner
working in Lincolnshire. Her Community Music
Programme is aimed at getting more people
involved in making their own music, rather than
simply passively experiencing it as a listener.
Towards this end, Annie puts on free singing
workshops, runs a variety of community and
workplace choirs, as well as organising concerts,
group sings and concert dates throughout the year.
Roger Tanner has been a member of the socialist
Nottingham Clarion Choir since 1991, joining with a
background as a trade unionist and political activist
not a singer. It brings him great pleasure to share
music with others, whilst contributing to campaigns
which are important to him, such as singing for
social justice, against racism and in support of
refugees, against war, in support of trade unionists
and communities fighting against austerity, and in
support of the environment.
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Choir, SCONE (Steampunk Choir of Notorious
Excellence), Stephen Crowe, Laura Evans, Jordan
Knight, Olu Taiwo and Zeena Yasin.
Desire Lines by Alicja Rogalska was
commissioned by Clare Cumberlidge & Co and
delivered by Mansions of the Future.
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